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The current notion of deep structure versus surface structure

is examined from the point of view of Latin syntax. The syntactical

problems in Latin dealt with are the auxiliary node, some problems

of Latin verb complimentation, and the gerund and gerundive construc-

C:N
tions.

Within the last decade an increasing amount of work on the description of

natural languages has been carried out within the framework of generative or trans-

formational grammar. Latin, however, has been the subject of only a few studies in

2
terms of transformational grammar,- at least in comparison with studies of other

languages. And none of the studies has yet taken account of any of the significant

changes that transformational grammar has undergone in the past several yearO It

may be useful to dharacterize some of the contributions of these recent developments iu

grammatical description by showini-how they mighi*-aPply to the analysis of Latin synta

It will perhaps be most profitable to concentrate on a single essential char-

acteristic of recent generative grammar--the distinction between deep structure and

surface structure. Taxonomdc linguistics, i.e., the kind of linguistic description

prevalent in the United States from Bloomfield on, limited the kinds of statements

made about language structure to the overt form of sentences, or to the grammatical

elements that actually occur in a sentence; to tile order and morphological shape of

those elements; and to their actual phonological form. Syntactic descriptions of

this kind have been variously referred to as immediate constituent analysis or

cy
CO

phrase structure grammar, and are more or less similar to tradicional sentence pars-

ing. Thus the sentence

(1) The detective shot the bandit.

would have the following kind of syntactic description, in terms of the hierarchy

of its constituent-construction relationships:
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///VPNP
NP

Det N V Det

The detective shot the bandit.

Figure 1

A diagram such as this is called a phrase marker or immediate constituent tree

diagram, and results automatically from a set of syntactical rules with limited

and well-defined properties. These rules are in the form of simple rewriting

rules, in which single constructions are rewritten as the sequence of their imme-

diate constituents until the ultimate constituents of the sentence are reached.

Figure 1 is derived, therefore, from such rules as

(i) S NP + VP

(ii) NP -> Det + N

etc., where S is Sentence, NP is Noun Phrase, VP is Verb Phrase, Det is Determiner,

and N is Noun. Thus both the paradigmatic or part-of-speech features, and syntag-

matic, or co-occurrence relationships, of the sentence are formally represented by

such a diagram. In terms of co-occurrence relationships, for example, the phrase

marker indicates the degree of grammatical intimacy which obtains between any two

or more constituents of a sentence by allowing them to be traced back to their

lowest dominating node: detective and shot are thus ultimate constituents of the

sentence only, whereas the and bandit form a NP, which in turn forms, together with

V, a VP. Such phrase markers are insightful only to the degree that all correct

syntactical relationships are manifested by the overt form of sentences.

The analysis of the verb phrase in both English and Latin will serve as an in-

structive initial example of the insight gained in distinguishing the deep struc-

ture from the superficial structure of sentences. In English the active verb phrase

is exemplified by the following: (he) eats, is eating, has eaten, has been eating,

can eat, can have eaten, can have been eating, etc., and in the past, (he) ate, was

eating, had eaten, etc. Or in general terms, the verb phrase must obligatorily

include Tense and MV (Main Verb) and may optionally include a Modal, as well as

signals for the progressive or perfective. Now the generalities underlying these

examples as a whole are obscured by two obligatory features of the overt form of

these verb phrases: the "movable" suffixation of participles and tense, and the

discontinuity of the auxiliaries be and have from the suffixes for the past and
242
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present participles. On the one hand, tense-may be signaled by any of the verbal

stems: Modal (could have eaten), have (had eaten), be (was eating) or MV (ate);

and on the other hand, have and past participlelsuffix -en, and be and present

participle suffix -ing, although constituents of a single construction, are never

contiguous in the verb phrase. Abstracting these two overt features of verb

phrases, Figure 2 provides the correct constituent relationships for English:

,Aux "MV

tense (modal) (have+en) (be+ing) eat

Figure 2

In other words, every type of verb phrase must conform to the string Tense

(Modal) (have+en). (be+ing) EV, in that order, where Modal, have+en and be+in& are

optional elements and Tense and MV, obligatory elements, and these terminal elements

have the constituent structure indicated in Fig. 2. Further, the co-occurrence re-

lationships between have and past participle and be and present paiticiple are made

exPliCit since"they are now-formalized as-immediate con§fituehts Of the same con-

struction.

Notice that the phrase marker in Fig. 2 provides all the syntactical informa-

tion necessary to describe correctly the verb phrases in question, but it is not

identical with the examples given above. To derive these examples, i.e. the overt

form of verb phrases or the basis for their pronunciation, another level of analysis

is required, with different properties from those of the phrase structure. This

additional level is the transformational level, which may rearrange or delete ele-

6
ments according to prescribed limitations. The overt form of the verb phrase in

English must be derived automatically by a transformational rule which suffixes any

member of the affix class (tense, en, ing) to the next member of the stem class

(Modal, have, be, MV). To take a single example, could have been eating is derived

from its underlying phrase marker in the foll9wing way

past

Aux MV
.000-

can have+en be+ing eat

ir
can + past ha e be+en eat+Ing

Figure 3
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We thus distinguish between deep or underlying phrase markers, which make ex-

plicit all of the correct syntactical relationships of sentences, and which are

the basis for their proper semantic interpretation, from superficial or derived

phrase markers, which are the basis for the correct phonological and inflectional

implementation of sentences.

Now the Latin verb phrase is also characterized by the same type of

It moveable" suffixation (quite apart from the particular order of words ulti-

mately chosen in the verb phrase) as well as by discontinuity. Consider first

venit, potest venire. Either MV or Modal may signal tense (we may here omit

considerations of person, number, etc.) and if Modal is chosen, the infinitive

form of the verb must appear, there is mutual dependence between Modal

and re (used here to represent the appropriate infinitival form) in the same

way as between, e.g., have + en in English. The abstract generality underlying

all such examples in Latin is accordingly that of Verb Tense (Modal + re) MV,

where both Tense and re become automatically suffixed to the next chosen ele-

ment (Modal or MV) by the same type of automatic switching rule as in English.

The underlying or deep structure of the Latin verb phrase which includes

perfective aspect is easier seen if the main verb or modal is deponent rather

than non-deponent. Consider such exampleS as, seciltus eiat (with MV only) or'

conatus-erat venire (Iwith both Mcidal and MV). In bofh cases the perfective"as-

pects neces5arily includes'two constituent6 which are nof contiguodi; i.e. with one

suffixed to the othe'r: some*-form orthe veTb esseAhere.,repreiented b-y es)-and some

form of-the perfect passive participle, andr-thége constituents are mutually,ltependent

In the first example, however, the MV (sequor) is in the form Of the perfective

passive participle and in the second, the Modal (conor) is in the participial

form. Both types of examples can be derived from an underlying verb phrase with

the following deep structure: Tense (es + tus) (Mod + re)MV. Secaus erat is

derived from Past (es + tus) sequ- with both past and tus suffixed to the follow-

ing stem; conatus erat venire is, accordingly, derived from past (es + tus)

(cona + re) veni-, with past, tus, and re suffixed to the following stem.

Consider now examples such as potuerat venire, vanerat, etc., i.e. verb

phrases with non-deponent Modals or MV's. Now secutus erat and venerat, on the

one hand, as well as potuerat venire and conatus erat venire, on the other,

clearly have the same underlying syntactical description. In other words, in

spite of different morphological components, both pairs of examples must be
244
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described as containing the same grammatical formatives. This is similar to

claiming that, e.g., worked and took in English are different inflectional im-

plementations of the same underlying grammatical formatives, past + verb.

Hence, the first pair of Latin examples above is derived as well from past (es +

tus) MV, the second pair from past (es + tus) (Mod + re) MV. The implementation

of the relevant formatives for non-deponents in Latin is, as we shall see, just

more removed from the underlying structure than is the case for deponents, i.e.

will require an additional transformation rule.

The following phrase markers, then, underlie venerat and potuerat venire:

Figure 4

A^MV
past es + tus veni

+

A MV

pas es, tus pot + re*E4 veni Figure 5

By applying the same suffix switching rule to the above examples, the following

representations are derived from the above phrase markers.

i) (es + past)

ii) (es + past)

+ tus)

(pot + tus) (veni + re)

But since we are now dealing with non-deponent MV's and modals, it is sufficient

to add an additional switching rule which attaches the (es + past) constituent

to the follawing one, deriVirig:

i) (veni + tus + es + past)

ii) (pot + tus + es + past) (veni + re)

All of the inflectional structure of the verb phrases can now be derived auto-

matically: when tus appears as the last formative after a stem, the stem is

implemented as the perfective stem. Thus (-vat + tus + es + past) is implemented
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as potuerat, etc. This is merely to claim that tense and aspect are implemented

for deponents as two free forms, but for non-deponents as one, which, in fact,

is the case for Latin.

To summarize, then, all verb phrases in Latin are described as a selection

from the following underlying string:

Tense (es + tus) (4od + re) MV

The superficial form of verb phrases is then derived automatically by the affix

switching rule which switches any occurrence of Affix (tense, tus, or re) with

any occurrence of Stem (es, Mod, MV). For non-deponents, the first constituent

i.e. (es + tus), is again switched to the following constituent, and the resul-
___

ting sequences can then be implemented further by a set of phonological rules.

In this way every example of a Latin verb phrase conforns to the same abstract

underlying representation, but this insight is possible only if the overt form

of the verb phrase is not made the sole basis of the description. Furthermore,

it is important to note that the result of this claim is that the structural

order of elements in the above string is a necessary part of the description,

i.e., the four formatives must be described in the proper linear order; other-

wise, the suffixes will become attached incorrectly to stems. In other words,

it will turn out that "free" word order is a part of the superficial aspect of

Latin syntax only, but not of the underlying form of sentences. In fact, re-

search in generative grammar has made it increasingly clear that fixed order is

universally a property of the underlying structure of language, although indi-

vidual languages may differ in their superficial structure in terms of fixed

vs. free word order.
7

Consider, next, the following pair of English sentences:

2) John is eager to please.

3) John is easy to please.

The phrase marker for both of these, given the overt appearance of these sen-

tences, will turn out to be exactly the same. That is, (2) and (3) can be

analyzed into immediate constituents in the same way only, and this informa-

tion is represented in Figure 6. But clearly these sentences are syntacti-

cally different in at least one important way. In (2) John is understood as

both the subject of is (eager) as well as please, whereas in (3) John is

understood simultaneously as the subject of is easy (at least the "grammatical"

subject), and also as the complement of please. Thus a grammar which does not
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Figure 6

N5/.//////' V

/\
cop Pred

Adj Inf

John is (easy) to please

(eager)

7

distinguish (2) and (3) is incorrect. If we consider, then, the above phrase

marker to be a more or less correct syntactical representation of (2), it will

be necessary to provide a different representation for (3) which will, among

other things, make explicit the differences between (2) and (3).

Notice that the only distinction between (2) and (3) is between the adjec-

tives easy and eager, but that it is not possible to distinguish the phrase

markers for (2) and (3) on the basis of the adjectives (or adjective classes),

since easy and eager have in these sentences the same syntactical environments.

Now compare (3) with the following pair of sentences,

(31) It is easy to please John.

(3ii) To please John is easy.

all three of which have the same semantic interpretation (i.e.,,mean essentially

the same thing, matters of emphasis aside). Furthermore, the verb complement

relptionship between please and John is more easily describable for (3i) and

(3ii) since the two constituents are contiguous in these sentences. Notice

that it is possible additionally to have a subject of please John in these sen-

tences: It is easy for Mary to please John, and For Mary toslease John is easy.

(3i) is different superficially from (31i) to the extent that the real subject

of is easy follows the predicate, and is replaced by the grammatical subject it;

There are, therefore, two sentences which make up all of the examples in (3),
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one of which (Mary pleases John) is embedded in the other (tsomethingt is easy).

The embedded sentence in these examples functions as the subject of the matrix

sentence (x is easy). (3, 3i, 3ii) are all different syntactical implementations

of the same underlying phrase marker. Now by abstracting these superficial dif-

ferences, one can generalize about the underlying syntactical identity of (3),

(3i) and (311) by means of the following phrase marker:

Figure 7

S

NP VP

NP VP

N 1 V//////// NP
prop

I

1 Aux MV

I

N V Adj

it Mary please John is ealy

The subject of both (31) and (31i) is, then, described as a nominalization of

a sentence whose overt form is determined by its position in the phrase marker

in which it is embedded, but whose underlying syntactical relationships are

identical to those of the non-embedded form, in this case, Mary + Aux + please +

John. Both (3i) and (3ii) are then derivable from the above phrase marker by

the appropriate transformational rules: (3ii) by obligatory deletion of it and

optional deletion of the subject NP of the embedded sentence (S'), and (3i) by

the rule which attaches the S' as a further constituent of S. If the second

alternative is chosen, then one has the following derived phrase marker: (3)

is then derivable from the rule which substitutes John for it in Figure 8, or

in general, which substitutes the verbal complement of the embedded sentence

for it. Adjectives like easy can now be distinguished from eager: (is) easy

may co-occur with embedded sentence subjects, but (is) eager may not, since

*to please John is eager is, of course, ungrammatical. Thus the ambiguity of

(2) and (3) is made the result of the application of transformational rules
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Figure 8

NP

it (Mary)

NP

N I

prop

please John

9

which convert an underlying, fully explitit phrase niarker iiato;tbel.derivéd phrase

marker represented by the overt shape of these sentences.

To take a somewhat similar example from Latin, now, consider the following

sentences:

(4) Caesar iussit mIlits castra p-Onere.

(5) Caesar dixit milit-es castra ponere.

The immediate constituent analysis or phrase markers of these sentences is simi-

larly ambiguous, i.e.., both can be cut into immediate constituents in only one

way, represented in Figure 9.

NP

Calar

Aux
MV

iub6-

Perf dice-

NP

NP

7

milet- pone castro,

Figure 9

249.
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Now Figure 9 is correct for (5), since the embedded sentence must be considered

a sentential complement, which becomes obvious in the passive sentence derived

from (5), namely

(6) milits castra p;nere dictum est

where the S' has become the subject of dictum est, hence the impersonal passive

construction.9 If the same phrase marker is given for (4), however, then a pas-

sive construction identical to (6) would be derived, namely

(7) *mint:es castra p-Onre iussum est

which is non-grammatical, the only possible passive being milit-es iussr sunt

castra ponere. The passives of these sentences, among other things, show

clearly that the phrase marker for (4) cannot be the same as the one for (5),

although the overt form of the latter permits no other phrase marker. Milner10,

-
e.g., perceptively argues that verbs of the class of iubeo are different from

dico, since "In Sätzen wie iubeo te venire, sino te redire lässt sich der

Akkusativ nicht nur als Object des regierenden Verbs. . , sondern zugleich

auch als Subject des abhängigen Infinitivs auffassen." The passive sentences

associated with (5), in fact, make it clear that in the underlying phrase

marker for (5), mllite's but not milite's castra p-Onere must be the verbal com-

plement, hence the "personal" passive construction. We can then provide the

following phrase marker for (5):

NP

Caesar

Aux MV

iube- milet milet pone- castro-

VP

NP NP

Aux

ST

i//// \NN
NP VP

Figure 10

-
The above plIrase marker generalizes about verbs of the iubeo class, then, by--r--
specifying the constituents of the V to be a personal N + S' (i.e. embedded

250
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sentence), and further, that this personal N and the NP subject of the embedded

sentence be identical, i.e., that there be co-reference between these NP's. The

passive transformation will then be automatically personal "(since the NP,-but

not the S', is the verbal complement), and the double function of the personal

noun in the environment of such verbs noted by Miner becomes explicit by in-

sisting on co-reference. (5) is derived from the underlying phrase marker by

deletion of the repeated NP and substitution of the Aux by re, which will become

automatically attached to the following verb stem by the affix switching rule

already discussed. The ambiguity that (5) shares with (4) on the level of im-

mediate constituents thus becomes the automatic result of the application of

general transformational rules which convert the more explicit underlying phrase

marker to its overt or superficial shape.

To take a final example, let us consider briefly the problem of the gerund

and gerundive in Latin. Halle and Buck
11

present what seems-to me-an entirey

successful account of how the gerund, gerundive (and future passive participle)

ought to be described, although they must consistently face the difficulties

of limiting their descriptions to the inflectional form of the constructions in

question, that is, to their superficial structure. They define gerund as a

complete verbal noun, the gerundive as nearly the equivalent of a verbal noun.

The latter definition(is, of course, embarrassingly equivocal: either something

is or is not a verbal noun. The point is, however, that apart from their dif-

ferent overt shapes, gerund and gerundive constructions have the same meaning.

Furthermore, they are identical in the features which oppose them to the true

future passive participle (e.g. in Carthago delenda est but not in spes

Carthginis delendae). Accordingly, Hale and Buck describe the gerund and

gerundive, as-opposed to the true future passive participle, as:

A) expressing the leading idea of their phrase

B) conveying no idea of necessity or obligation

C) active in feeling, not passive

D) accordingly unable to take any construction of
the agent.

A asserts that gerundives have the same semantic interpretation as their equi-
__

valent gerund constructions, even though the gerundive is not the leading idea

of the phrase-de contemnenda gloria, e.g., = de contemptione gloriae both gram-

matically and semantically. The description of the gerundive as passive, then,
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is made necessary because of the overt shape of such constructions in which the

gerundive modifies a noun and must therefore be opposite in voice to gerunds

(which govern the same noun) if their semantic interpretations are to come out

as identical. (C) and (D) provide strong support, in fact, for suggesting that

the description of gerund and gerundive as active and passive is misleading, if

not incorrect.

All of the difficulties in Halle and Buck's treattent Of the ge'rund-and

gerundive disappear if the underlying phrase marker for both gerund and gerundive

constructions is considered a nominalization of a necessarily active sentence.

Here again, by nominalization, is meant the occurrence of a sentence embedded

within another sentence and functioning in that sentence (usually termed matrix

sentence) in place of a noun, and whose overt shape is determined by its position

in the matrix phrase marker. The phrase marker underlying both

(8) Poetae in ils libellis de conteinnenda gl;rie scribunt

(9) Poetae in ils libellis de contemnend; glO-riam scribunt

is, accordingly:

NP

pl

poeta

Pred. Phrase

Adv. Manner

Aux

pres

S'

NP

MV pr p N

1
7 12

scribe- de X Aux

Figure 11

Contemne-

What Figure 11 specifies, in fact, is that the same embedded sentence belongs

to the deep structure of both de contemnenda gloria and de contemnendo gloriam,
_

that neither is passive, and, therefore, that gerundive constructions will not

co-occur with agents. The overt shape of de contemnendo 0.oriam is derived
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transformationally by deletion of the subject NP which the embedded sentence

shares with the matrix sentence, and replacement of Aux by ndo, which must be

added to the Affix class, and will, therefore, be attached to the following

verb stem by the Affix rule. The sequence V + ndo will automatically receive

the case marker required by the preposition, in this case ablative. De

contemnenda gloria is, then, optionally transformdd from de contemnendo gloriam

by the appropriate transformational rule. Notice that gerundives must be de-

rived from gerunds, and not vice versa, since otherwise there will be gerund

constructions which remain unaccounted for, i.e., gerunds whose uriderlying_phrase

markers contain intransitive verbs.

Many of the problems of the above examples, especially those in Latin, have

been simplified. Although none of the basic features of their description

(that would be necessary within the context of a complete syntax of Latin) have

been changed. The purpose here was to show the necessity of distinguishing two

different levels in the syntactical analysis of sentences: deep structure,

which is not limited to the overt shape of sentences but which is more abstract

and makes explicit the syntactical features and relations of each sentence; and

superficial structure, which is derived from the former by transformational

rules, mostly of deletion and re-arranging, and which is the basis of the phono-

logical shape of sentences.
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hat is claimed here for Latin is simply that free word order cannot be
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structure of sentences. That is, it is usually the case that some fixed 6rder

is necessary in order to be able to generalize in the appropriate way. It is

still a difficult matter in many cases to know what that fixed underlying order

has to be for 'free' word order languages. In the phrase markers for the remain-

ing Latin examples, I have chosen what is generally assumed to be the neutral

or unmarked word order, e.g., subject + object + verb rather than any of the

other possibilities. I do not comment, however, any more about word order

since it does not affect any of the grammatical arguments.

8
I have omitted here, and in most of the following examples, some of the

details which are required transformationally. These do not, however, per-

tain directly to the exposition.

9
There is, of course, a personal passive construction available for verbs

like dico as well, e.g., milites dicti sunt castra ponere, which is probably

even more prevalent than the impersonal passive (although this is a matter of

stylistic P reference, for whatever reason, and not a matter of "grammatical
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for: a) One might consider (4) to be structurally ambiguous, i.e., although

analyzable into a single set of immediate constituents, susceptible to different

semantic interpretations because of some syntactical facts not present in the

surface form of the sentence. In other words, one could assume that it is like

English examples such as Flying planes can be dangerous, where the choice of

is/are in place of can will make the difference clear. This is, in effect,

what Twombly and O'Brien do (cf. my review, op. cit). But this is clearly not

the case. (4) is unambiguous quite apart from the fact that two passive con-

structions are available. b) It is, therefore, more plausible to derive the

"personal"passive construction for sentences like (4) from the impersonal type.

The latter type, of course, has the effect of bringing into relief the NP sub-

ject of the embedded sentence. Thus the availability of a "personal" passive

construction for verbs of the dic; class is not counterevidence for the

analysis given above.

10
Kiihner, R., & Stegmann, C. Ausführliche Grammatik der lateinischen

Sprache. Hannover: 1966, 688.
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Halle, W. G., & Buck, C. D. A Latin grammar. New York: Mentzer, Bush
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12
I mean by x here simply that the understood subject of the verb under-

lying the gerund (or gerundive) here is not the subject of the matrix sentence,

i.e., poetae. The restriction on the subjects of matrix and embedded sentences

underlying gerund and gerundive constructions is a problem that deserves close

attention.
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